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Marine Botany at MS!: FROM POLAR BEARS TO PENGUINS 

The study of marine plants and their adaptations to various environmental conditions has been a major 
topic of research by the marine botany group at MSI for several years. Our work has taken us to both the 
Arctic and Antarctic, where we have examined how brown seaweeds maintain levels of productivity that 
are as high as temperate species of plants but at temperatures that nearly always hover around freezing. 
It has carried us to remote locations on the Russian arctic coast, like Dalniye Zelentsy (on the Barents Sea), 
and to the Canadian Arctic Coast off the terribly cold MacKenzie River Delta. These expeditions have often 
led to some interesting personal experiences (e.g., eating raw kelp in Russian salads, consuming whale 
blubber, and observing explosive spills of crude oil on ice) as well as helping us discover some of the unique 
physiological strategies employed by polar algae to maintain high levels of productivity. · 
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In the Antarctic, our new focus has shifted to the behavior and activities of enzymes that drive 
photosynthesis and carbon fixation. These enzymes, which usually turn off when temperatures approach 
freezing in most plants, appear to be happily clipping along at 0 C in algae from Antarctic or Arctic waters 
(unlike the enzymes of my graduate students, which become dormant anytim~ I mention the possibility of 
sending them to these beautiful environments). This spring Ken will return to the Antarctic Peninsula and 
continue his diving and laboratory research on these plants under a collaborative effort with Drs. Ian 
Davison (University of Maine) and Val Gerard (SUNY at Stony Brook) on new NSF funding. Kelly 
Machalek has joined the effort as a post doc from Davison's laboratory, allowing Kim Jackson, who has 
maintained the polar algal culture in the 0-degree coldroom for over three years, to thaw out. 

In Texas, our focus has been on seagrasses and, to a lesser extent, the vegetation of the Nueces Delta 
marsh. Graduate student research now being conducted by Jim Kaldy, Sharon Herzka and Kun-Seop Lee 
is directed toward the biology and ecology of the turtle grass, Thalassia testudinum. The studies by these 
students represent the first truly detailed work on this widely distributed sub-tropical species and is highly 
relevant to recent environmental changes. These changes include the impacts of both dredging and 
phytoplankton blooms (e.g., brown tide) in reducing light penetration of the water column and 
anthropogenic inputs of inorganic-nitrogen that can promote rapid growth of both phytoplankton and 
macroalgae. Our continued monitoring of underwater light levels in upper Laguna Madre (since 1989), 
seagrass growth parameters, and sediment and water column chemistry have become an invaluable 
database for assessing the impacts of reduced light conditions on seagrass productivity. 

The major factors limiting productivity in emergent aquatic plants in the Nueces Delta are related to salt 
tolerance rather than limitations in light. Since 1991, work by Susan Schonberg, Ken and Kun-Seop has 
clearly demonstrated the positive role of freshwater inundation on plant growth and distribution. The effect 
of freshwater diversions of inputs of treated wastewater 1nto the marsh on marsh plant productivity and 
its effect on soil conditions will be the subject of Christine Weilhoefer's graduate research (as part of a 
larger collaborative investigation with Terry Whitledge on the effects of these diversions on the Nueces 
Estuary). 

The diversity of these studies challenges the sanity of our entire group, but thanks to 
our super computer jockey (Susan), kelp data from the Arctic has not been found in 
any seagrass files or vice-versa. More importantly, this diversity of research has 
provided us with a greater appreciation for understanding the adaptations made by 
a variety of aquatic plants to the extremes of temperature, light and salinity across 
broad geographic boundaries. -Ken Dunton 

Cold spell freezes progress on 50-year planning - The cold weather upset plans for 
many to travel to Port Aransas on Saturday, February 3, requiring cancellation of the planning meeting 
which had been scheduled with MSI faculty and staff and members of the MSI Advisory Council and Dean 
Mary Ann Rankin. The meeting has been rescheduled for Saturday, February 24, from one to three in the 
afternoon. 
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THE PH.Ds IN THE TOWER - One fall day in the mid-70s Jim Cameron and I decided to take 
a look at the university budget. We had business in Austin so a trip to the 15th floor of the tower, where 
that semi-secret document could be viewed by the public, did not seem to require too much of our time. In 
those days the tower elevator was open to the public so we climbed aboard and pushed our button. Thus 
our adventure began. The elevator stopped at what we thought was our floor and we stepped out. True, 
in our haste we did have to force the door a little, but we were used to fixing things. As the elevator 
returned to some distant floor we looked around expecting to find a dark little office guarded by a kind little 
lady, but instead we saw rows of empty book shelves, a whole floor of them. Umm! We got off on the wrong 
floor. This is one of the bottom floors which until recently had housed the Main Library. Let's get the 
elevator back. And we tried, while slowly realizing that these floors were blocked for the lift and only our 
skill had allowed us to force open the door in the first place. A little worry settled in the back of our minds 
for Jim had an important meeting with the Dean in an hour or so. 

We decided to walk down the small steel stairs, some of which still serve the bioscience library. At level 
four we could see people outside on the walk and the names of all those great scholars carved in the walls 
of the tower courtyard. At level two we were relieved to find the two great doors which still can be seen 
behind the biosci check-out desk. They were locked. We spent the next 30 minutes climbing up and down 
stairs looking for a way out, tapping on windows hoping that some passerby would see us, and by now 
cursing a little. We might spend days in here. 

By accident we found the tiny internal elevator that had been used to move books among the stacks and 
it had an emergency phone. By now we felt that we had an emergency. The phone worked and a voice said 
"physical plant operator". We explained our situation and after a short silence a long and sincere burst of 
laughter came over the phone. By now our pride was gone so we meekly did as the voice told us. Wait 
behind the great doors on level two. No problem, by now we know this place in detail. 

After about 15 minutes the doors opened and there stood a skinny little man, about like Barney Fife, in 
khakis and a pith helmet, holding the largest ring of keys I have ever seen. We walked to freedom and he 
locked the door, turned and walked away without a word. No matter, we knew what he was thinking. Jim 
made his appointment and I just sat in the sun. We never did see the budget. -P. L. Park.er 

• Enclosed is a little episode about Chase and fishing I think you will find interesting. The Laz Gaz is 
great! We really enjoy it, and look forward to each issue. Keep up the good work! Best regards to you and 
Jane, and all our friends in P.A. Looking forward to the reunion. Sincerely, 
(From John Batterton, Ph.D. 1970) 

• There is an error in your "Short and Unofficial History ... " in THE LAZARBTTE GAZETTE for 26 
January (bottom of page 3). My short tenure as Acting Director of MS! came before my service as President 
of UT Austin but after I served as President of UT San Antonio. With best regards and best wishes. 
(from Peter T. Flawn, President Emeritus, The University of Texas at Austin) 
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• I received the Lazarette Gazette for December. Can you change my address to 5801 Longhorn Landing, 
Austin 78734, thanks. Just a note to bring you up to date. Our company has expanded and we have_ offices 
in Japan, Canada, Italy, Mexico and South Africa. Our product for cleaning hydrocarbons and chlorinated 
hydrocarbons is quite successful. I do a lot of traveling to set up the remediation programs. In November, 
I was in Taiwan and Japan, and in December spent quite a bit of time in Mexico. Will go to Italy next week 
where we have work in Sicily. Later I have plans to visit an old friend Gunkel, you may remember him at 
PA. He has retired now arid is living near Hamburg. Then I will travel to South Africa and back to Taiwan 
where we are establishing an office. Pretty good for a 74 year old retiree. Am in very good health, doing a 
lot of · popular writing on bioremediation and microbiology. Have a home page at 
http: I I ourworld.compuserve.com I homepages I chris_scott. We have just initiated the page but it will give 
you some information about our work. Regards to all. 
(from C. H. Oppenheimer, Professor Emeritus, Director of MS/ 1971-72) 

•I enjoyed reading about the MSI history, especially E. J. Lund's many contributions, in the latest Laz Gaz. 
The reprinting of the CMS gems were especially interesting. Regarding the reunion, late fall of 1996 seems 
like a good time for our schedules. I have not been back to the lab for >5 years (collaborative research with 
Jim Cameron), and Mary has not been back since we moved to Maine for my post-doc in 1973! We would 
like to put in two "votes" for the November 9, 10, 11 holiday (Veterans' Day) weekend, because it would allow 
us at least one extra day to visit with friends and colleagues. Keep up the good work! Best wishes, 
(from Joe Cech, Prof. & Chair, U.Cal, Davis, Ph.D. 1973) 

Cruise #96-657 was carried out January 25, 1996. This was a regular LONGSECS cruise. Winds 
were 18 mph and seas 5 to 6 feet. A fire drill was conducted during the trip. 

LONGHORN CRUISE 657 LONGSECS CRUISE 14 UNDERWAY DATA: 01-25-1996 
SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES THIS DAY; 
CTII CAST9 
TIME UTI'TUIX UIN9IlUIX £VENT 
l'U8 r7 a&.0811 118 ~-- Ol &eaa r7 a..7211 118 u.- oa 
IH• r7 H.a7N 118 IM.- OS 
201~ r7 ~.1:111 118 H.07W CM 
On.R IHVUTIUTION9 en• NOT£S --L.A. NOOll (lt 'Cl: 05 U1CAU: THUMOAY: OS/25/M 
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February 
16 morning 
16 afternoon 
17 morning 
19 morning 
19 afternoon 
20 morning 
22 all day 
26 morning 
29 morning 

March 
01 morning 
02 morning 
02 afternoon 
04 afternoon 
05 morning 
07 all day 
08 morning 
12 morning 
12 afternoon 
13 morning 
13 afternoon 
14 morning 
14 afternoon 
18 morning 
19 morning 
21 morning 
22 afternoon 
23 afternoon 
25 morning 
25 afternoon 
26 morning 
26 afternoon 
27 morning 
27 afternoon 
28 morning 
28 afternoon 
29 morning 
29 afternoon 
30 morning 
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RIV KATY - SCHEDULE 

Rockport-Fulton Intermediate 
Haas Middle School (Corpus) 
Incarnate Word High School 
Lockhart High School 
Alice ISD 
Smithfield Middle School (Ft. Worth) 
UTMSI Elderhostel Program 
Our Lady of the Lake University 
Austin Montessori Middle School 

Austin Community College 
UT Austin - Dept. of Zoology 
T AMU - College Station 
Marshall High School (San Antonio) 
McNeil High School (Austin) 
UTMSI Elderhostel Program 
Killeen High School 
Temple Junior College 
Greenhill School (Dallas) 
Kish Waukee College (Malta, Illinois) 
Gilpin County S.D. (Black Hawk, Colorado) 
Anson Middle School 
Winston School (Dallas) 
Richland High School 
Milano High School 
Port Aransas High School 
Regents School (Austin) 
Rio Grande Campus (Austin) 
Texas School for the Deaf 
Gregory/Portland Jr. High School 
Gregory/Portland Jr. High School 
John Jay High School (San Antonio) 
Southeast Saline High School 
Gregory/Portland Jr. High School 
Becker Elementary (Austin) 
Gregory/Portland Jr. High School 
Gregory/Portland Jr. High School 
Southwest Texas State University (San Marcos) 
UT-Austin, Computer Sciences 

Shirley Polhemus 
Bonnie Williams 
Norma Copeland 
Al Dressen 
Rebecca Palacios 
Larry Smith 
Judy Reynolds 
Catherine Rainwater 
Tom Logan 

Yvonne Estes 
David Hillis 
John Wormuth 
Rebecca Rogeness 
Susan Willson 
Judy Reynolds 
Anne Scott 
Ed Morgan 
Pedro Morales 
Janice Grainger 
Larry Beissel 
Sharla Riddle 
Lehman Marks 
Randall Durant 
Wendy Pickett 
Bill Slingerland 
Laura Walker 
Stephen Rodi 
Sandy Culpepper 
Debra Meyer 
Debra Meyer 
Michael Scully 
Brenda Bott 
Debra Meyer 
Pat Johnson 
Debra Meyer 
Debra Meyer 
Stanley Sissom 
Alan Cline 

Incident on Cotter Street - As I walked down Cotter Street last week, a white Suburban towing 
a Boston Whaler flashed by, passing all too quickly in the approaching darkness. I did not get a clear view, 
but in Port Aransas and traveling in the direction of the Marine Science Institute a white Suburban with 
a Boston Whaler in tow must be the property of MSI. The pleasure of my evening's walk disappeared as 
the vehicle came to a screeching halt at the lone traffic light on Cotter, careening to a sidewise position 
across two traffic lanes. I noted the absence oflights on the trailer, although the Suburban's lights were 
on as were those of other vehicles. Thoughts flash-who is driving "our" vehicle in this manner; who is 
responsible for the absence of trailer lights; how unpleasant it shall be tomorrow to address this incident. 
But wait, unlike "our" Suburban, this one has a front bumper guard. The traffic light remains red and my 
walking brings a clear view. The emblem on the door is not orange; it is maroon. I rejoice! 

-John Thompson 
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Texas Rangers to monitor MSI color copier use - Listen pardner, be advised that the 
copier is provided for UT business purposes. As soon as the ability of this machine is well known, you will 
no doubt receive requests for making copies for friends, menus for restaurants, Christmas cards, etc. Such 
use is strictly prohibited. Please answer "no" to the requests you receive. We will allow an occasional 
personal paid copy for an employee or student. This use should be minimal. -Walker 

Getting to Know You, Getting to Know All About You ... 
Our monthly check of remote access to the MSI Web Site shows that more than 247 
users from outside ofMSI accessed our WWW pages during January at a rate of about 
10 per day (see graph). This does not include 6 days for which we lost the access 
records (excuse us, we're still learning). Recent work on the MSI Web Site has been 
directed toward spreading the word that the site exists. Lee Fuiman and Scott Holt 
have contacted many other web sites that maintain lists of sites relevant to Marine 
Science and Oceanography asking that the MSI home page be linked with their pages. 
The response has been very positive. As of Feb 6, we are already linked to at least 13 
of the sites we contacted. The sharp increase in accesses on January 30th is largely 

due to the webmasters of other sites checking us out before adding links to their pages. Next month's 
access records will give us a better idea of activity on our Web site, but 10 hits per day is a good sign that 
people are "getting to know all about you." -Lee Fuiman 
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Web Sites with Links to UTMSI 

Yahoo - Science:Biology:Marine Biology 
WWW Virtual Library: Biology Departments and 
Institutes 
WWW Virtual Library: Oceanography 
WWW Virtual Library: Environment - Subject 
Tree - Hydrosphere 
Research Ship Information and Cruise Schedules 
Oceanographic & Earth Science Institutions 
Directory 
Biodiversity and Biological Collections WWW 
Server 
Joint Research Centre (Italy) Marine Environment 
Unit's Hotlist 
Earth Science Pages: Oceanography 
Dalhousie Oceanography - Other Sites of Interest 
John Wilkin's list of ocean and climate resources 
Marine and Atmospheric Science Global 
Reference Guide 
University Water Information Network: Wetlist 

http://www.yahoo.com/Science/Biology/Marine_Biology/ 
http://golgi.harvard.edu/afagen/depts/deptus.html 

http://www.mth.uea.ac.uk/ocean/oceanography .html 
http://ecosys.drdr.virginia.edu/hyd.html 

http://diu.cms.udel.edu/ships/ship_menu.html 
http://orpheus.ucsd.edu/si o/i nst/index.html 

http://muse.bio.cornell.edu/ 

http://me-www.jrc.it/htbin/me_add_links 

http://www.datasync.com/-farrar/ocn.html 
http://www.Phys.Ocean.Dal.Ca/other-sites.html 
http://www-ocean.ml.csiro.au/index/www-resources.html 
http://www.pim.com/ocean.htm 

http://www.uwin.siu.edu/W aterSites/index.html 

• As president of the Organic Geochemical Division, it is my great pleasure to inform you 
that the Board of Directors of the Geochemical Society, based on the recommendation of the 
Nominating Committee, has voted you the Alfred E. Treibs Award. As you know, the Treibs 
Award is given very selectively for major achievements, over a period of years, in organic 
geochemistry. This award, consisting of a gold-filled medal and a certificate is one of the 
highest forms of recognition offered for excellence in geochemistry. 

You will receive the Treibs award at a formal presentation to be held during next year's 
Gordon Conference on Organic Geochemistry (August 11-16, 1996). You may select 
whoever you wish to give an introduction, after which you will have the honor of presenting 
an acceptance speech. Written forms of the introduction and acceptance speeches will be 
published in Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta. It is testament to your great infiuence on 
our field that a large number of your close colleagues, former students and academic 
grandchildren will be in attendance at the Gordon Conference. On behalf of all Organic 
Geochemists, I congratulate and salute you. 

(To Patrick L. Parker from John Hedges) 
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Dennis Hendricks began disability retirement January 19. Dennis was first employed at MSI as 
a UT Police Guard in 1981. Dennis had the weekend security shift for the last several years and was well 
known to many of those who burn the midnight or weekend oil. During his long career as a guard Dennis 
was commended several times for his alertness, performance, and devotion to duty. Following the great 
shrimp and turtle war in Port Aransas in 1989, he received a special letter of appreciation from Police Chief 
Donald Cannon. 

Faye Smith - Congrats to Faye Smith in the MSI Fiscal Office! Faye is now an engaged person. 
She has a beautiful rock on her hand given to her by Russ Miget. Russ has been Faye's "significant other" 
for the past 10 years. They didn't want to rush into things, did they? It is known that they celebrated their 
engagement by making Martha Washington Candy. It was delicious! The nuptials will occur around April. 
After the knot is tied they are going to have a small reception with close friends at their house. Children? 
They feel their family is complete with each having two grown kids. It looks like they won't be alone on 
their honeymoon though. Faye's granddaughter, Natasha (7), called and wants to go on "Granny's Wedding 
Vacation". Good luck you love-crazy kids! -Venus Mills 

Randy Pritchard has been reclassified from Deckhand to Mate. Randy began work at MSI aboard 
the RIV LONGHORN last April. Randy has his 100 ton, Master of Near Coastal Steam or Motor Vessel, 
license from the USCG and has technical certification on OMC sterndrive and outboard motors and Mercury 
outboards and Mercruiser sterndrive. In addition to his regular duties, Randy is currently serving as 
assistant supervisor for all boat operations. Congratulations to Randy on this promotion. 

Kelly Machalek has joined Ken Dunton's group at MSI as a Postdoc. Kelly recently received her 
Ph.D. from the University of Maine. She will be working on the physiological adaptations made by 
seagrasses, emergent vascular plants and polar algae to extremes of temperature and light. 

Beau Hardegree is back! Beau is now working in Ron Benner's program as a Research Scientist 
Assistant on nutrient cycling in the Laguna Madre. Beau was at MSI before, working with Ken Dunton"s 
group from 1988 to 1993, but had temporarily defected to the Corpus Christi Aggies at their Center for 
Coastal Studies. 

Michael Taras is a new MSI employee, working with Ellery Ingall's program as a Research Scientist 
Assistant. Michael is a graduate of the University of Maine at Amherst and has previously worked for the 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Kim Keplar will be a member of the RIV LONGHORN's crew through the end of March. Kim will be 
serving as Marine Technician for voyages which are scheduled during a period when Chuck Rowe will be 
working temporarily aboard a research vessel in the Antarctic. Kim is a graduate of TAMU at Corpus 
Christi. During the period while Kim is Marine Technician aboard the RIV LONGHORN, cruises will 
include one for the TPWD on their Artificial Reef Project, one for ARL and sponsored by the Navy for 
MINEX III-SPAWAR, and a special LONGSECS/PDR testing trip. 
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Travel ending between January 25 and February 16 

+Allen Davis, January 19-February 20, Bangkok, Thailand, present papers, Effects of substituting 
menhaden fish meal with a fish meal analogue in practical diets for red drum, Sciaenops ocellatus and 
Effects of the utilization of medium-chain triglycerides on growth and body composition of the red drum, 
SciaenoRs ocellatus. 

+Dean Stockwell, January 25-26, Brownsville, Texas, attend Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 
joint habitat protection advisory panel. 

+Philippe Douillet, January 25-February 15, Bangkok, Thailand, present paper, Use of single and multiple 
probiotics in hatcheries, at World Aquaculture '96. 

+Terry Whitledge, February 9-16, San Diego, California, attend SCICEX Arctic submarine workshop and 
present paper, Nutrients, pigments and other chemical parameters over the slope and in the arctic basin as 
sampled by submarine during Spring 1995, at the AGU/ASLO Ocean Sciences meeting. 

+Ed Buskey, February 11-16, San Diego, California, present paper, Role of sensory perception in the feeding 
selectivity of the heterotrophic dinofiagellate Protoperidinium pellucidum, at the AGU/ASLO Ocean Sciences 
meeting. 

+Ron Benner, February 11-16, San Diego, California, present an invited paper, Biological perspectives on 
DOM cycling and changing paradigms, at the AGU/ASLO Ocean Sciences meeting. 

+Stephen Opsahl, February 11-16, San Diego, California, present paper, Concentration and distribution 
of terrestrial organic matter in oceanic DOM examined lignin phols as molecular biomarkers, at the 
AGU/ASLO Ocean Sciences meeting. 

+Bopi Biddanda, February 11-16, San Diego, California, present paper, Production of dissolved organic 
matter during phytoplankton growth and senescenco at the AGU/ASLO Ocean Sciences meeting. 

+Annelie Skoog, February 11-16, San Diego, California, present poster, Analysis of dissolved carbohydrates 
in seawater, at the AGU/ASLO Ocean Sciences meeting. 

+Susan Ziegler, February 11-16, San Diego, California, present paper, Grazer release of DOC, at the 
AGU/ASLO Ocean Sciences meeting. 

+Ken Dunton, February 14, Galveston, Texas, to attend U.S. Army Corps of Engineers task force meeting 
for Laguna Madre proposal. 
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Weather Report for January 22 - February 18 
22 - 28 JAN 1996 . . . . . MON . . . . TUE . . . . WED.. . . • THU FRI . . . . SAT . . . . SUN ... MEAN 
DA TE . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 22 . . . . . . 23 . . . . . . 24 . . . . . . 25 ...... 26 . . . . . . 27 . . . . . . 28 
AIR TEMP .. < HIGH . . 70.3 ..... 70.S ..... 63:8 ..... 71.7 .... 75~0 ..... 55~0 ..... 63.8 . •· ... 67;2 
AIR TEMP . . . L0W . . 62.4 ..... 63;1 ..... 46;9 .. . . . . 57.2 . . . . 50.3 ..... 41:9 ..... 52:3 ; .. . . . . 53A 
SEA TEM·P .. ... LCJW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .... . .. ·" . ...... . 
RAINFALL T0TAL . . .O;OO ..... 0.00 . . . . . 0.00 . . . . . 0.00 . . . . 0.00 ..... o~oo ..... 0;00 . . . . . 0.00 

29.JAN-4·FEB 1996 ... MON .. ... TUE .... WED .... THU .... FRI .... SAT .•. .• SEN ••• MEAN 
DA'I'E . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . 29 . . . . . . 30 . . . . . . 31 . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . . . .4 
AIR TEMP .. •. HIGH . . 72;6 ..... 70.1 ..... 59.5 ..... 41.3 . . . . 41.3 ..... 42.6 ..... 43.7 ..... 53.·0 
AIR TEMP ... LOW .. 60~9 ..... 57.5 ..... 395 ..... 36.1 .... 33.4 ..... 31.8 ..... 29~;6 '•· •.. 4L3 
SEA TEM•P . . ... LOW . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... .... . . 
RAINFALL T0TAL . . o;oo ..... 0.00 ...•. ROO ..... 0.00 .... ·O.ll .. .. · ~ .. Q;OO ..... .. >O~oo :O;ll 
-~.-.---""!'--.•--.-~-~. "'!"·!"'!' ~:------,~----"'!"------,-~-----.;..:-·--.-"'!" .-~~-------.------------------!"'-.---------------~-.-----------:--- +-~~~--~-- -:"'!'"-•.•!"'~--~-:-·----·--·•!"'-"t-.-!"'!' ..... "'!" .-io--:"'!"~ +-!+o"-l'"!'---;.o-·-. .. . 

5 <- H F-Efl l!l96 <~ .•... M()N'> •.••• TUE ... ~ · WED.... THU . . . . FRI ...• >slim • ~ Sl1N •··•·· NJBAJN 
DATE ... ~ . . . . . . . .. .. . ; .. •.. . 5 . . . . . . . 6 . . . . . . . 7 . . . . . . . 8 . . . . . . 9 ... ;> .. TO . . . . . . ll 

I AIR TBM:P . - . HIGH . . 56,8 . 61.l . . . . . 69A . . . . . 67.l . . . . 69:6 ..... @ ;4 ... . . :64-'.V ~ . . . . 64~9 
AIR TEMP .. : L@W . . 433 . > •••• 5l.9 . . . . . 54.5 . . . . . 56.6 . . . . 543 ..... 57.0 ..... 54:3 .. . · . . 53.2 
SEA TEMP ... · .. .LOW . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..... . 
RAINFALL 'FOTAL . . 0~00 ..... o,oo . . . . . 0.00 . . . . . OJ)() . . . . 0.00 ..... o.·oo ..... ();JO . . . . . 0.10 
--------------:----~--~--~-------------------------~-------------------------~-----------·------------------------------------------·--------------.----------·----~-... -

- 12. -18 FEB 1'996 . . . . . M@N • ~ . . . TUE • • • • WED•• • . . THU . . . . FRI . . • . .. SAX • • • • SUN • ·• • NIE~ 
IDAIB .... ... < ••••••••• •• 12..>·. , .... 13 . . . . . . 14 ...... 15 ....... 16 ...... . 17 ...... 18 
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AIR TI3MP • . . LOW . . 47A • ..... 50.7 . . . . . 545 . . . . . 57~7 . . . . 50.0 ..... 50:0 ..... 57~7 . . . . . 52.5 
SEA TEMP :·. _ . .. . <bOW . . . . . . . . .. . .- .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . ..... . 
RAINFALL "FOTAL . . 0~00 . . . . . ();()() ; . . . . 0.00< . . . . 0.00 . . . . 0;00 ..... moo . . . . . 0.00. . . . . . 0.00 

-Tony Amos 

An Incident on Cotter Street (Irish Pennants) reminded me of an incident on 
Allister Street 20 years earlier. On a pre-dawn run I heard the harsh 
screeching noise of an approaching vehicle driving on a rim. That time the 
emblem on the door was orange. I greatly appreciate the short letter (Letters 
to the Editor) from John Batterton (and especially appreciate his kind words 
about the LazGaz). John enclosed a terrific Chase Van Baalen Fishing Story. 
You will have to look forward to this in the next issue as we already had the 
Parker and Cameron in the tower story. I appreciate Pat sending this story; 

Pat barely beat Dick Hoese by one issue in taking the most time (four years +) to come through on 
a promised story. I started to borrow a title from a recent historical work and call it The Princes 
in the Tower, but I was afraid some might misunderstand the reference. Besides, PLP from 
Arkansas doesn't need a royal title, he will have the Alfred E. Treibs Award (Attaboys). We have 
the RIV KATY schedule two issues in a row. The reason is that there were so many additions for 
March. Adding ones scheduled for April and May, RIV KATY has 85 trips on line. Thanks to Texas 
Ranger Walker for squaring everyone away on the color copy machine. Perhaps Walker will appear 
again from time to time to make certain no vun virgetts der orders. Thanks to all for their help with 
this issue of the Lazarette Gazette. -John Thompson 
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